Ninja 250r engine

The Kawasaki Ninja R codenamed EX ; previous generations had market-specific names is a
motorcycle in the Ninja sport bike series from the Japanese manufacturer Kawasaki originally
introduced in As the marque's entry-level sport bike, [1] [2] the motorcycle has undergone few
changes throughout its quarter-century lifetime, having received only three substantial
redesigns. In some markets the Ninja R has been succeeded by the Ninja Since , the bike is
marketed as the Ninja R in all markets. It is also referred to by its platform designation, EX, to
which a generational suffix is attached. The Ninja R's particular ergonomics , chassis design,
and engine placement have resulted in a motorcycle that straddles the standard and sport
classes. The Ninja's riding posture also falls between standard and sport. The first generation
was produced between and , and known by the production number EXC. It was sold as the GPZ
Sold only in its home market of Japan, this earliest, belt-driven version was first produced in ,
and shares no commonality with later generations. Produced between and was the EXE. This
model was sold as the Ninja R in Canada and the U. It was known as the GPZR elsewhere. For
the model year, there were both cosmetic changes and changes in engine tuning. While the
bore and stroke, and other major engine components, were unchanged, minor tuning
adjustments were made. In , Kawasaki gave the EX its most extensive redesign in twenty years.
Parts from the third generation are still found on the -J, but its redesigned exterior panels bring
the Ninja's appearance out of the s and into line with lates sportbikes. The redesign of the
engine resulted in improvements in engine response at low engine speeds, making the bike
smoother and "much easier to ride. On the carbureted version, a fuel gauge was added in place
of the temperature gauge. With the arrival of the EXJ, manufacturing continues to be located in
Thailand. ABS is available as an option. Like the previous generation, the engine is fuel injected
in some markets and carbureted in others. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is
about Kawasaki's twin-cylinder sport bike sold since For the single-cylinder version introduced
in , see Kawasaki Ninja SL. This section needs expansion. You can help by adding to it.
September The Ninja is one of two cc sportbikes available in the US market. The older model
actually makes more peak power than the new model: Note: MCN dynamometer data is
rear-wheel only. Archived from the original on Retrieved Categories : Kawasaki motorcycles
Sport bikes Motorcycles introduced in Motorcycles powered by straight-twin engines. Hidden
categories: CS1 errors: URL Webarchive template wayback links All articles with unsourced
statements Articles with unsourced statements from October Articles with unsourced
statements from August Articles with unsourced statements from November Articles with
unsourced statements from August Articles to be expanded from September All articles to be
expanded Articles using small message boxes Commons category link is on Wikidata.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons.
Kawasaki Heavy Industries. Sport bike [1] [2]. Uni-Trak single-shock system. Uni-Trak
single-shock. W : Keihin CVK30 2 , Constant velocity, diaphragm-type. Uni-Trak with 5-setting
adjustable preload. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Kawasaki EX Year Type. Versys
KL Super Sherpa. Ninja Ninja SL. Ninja ZXR. ZX Tomcat. Sport touring. Ninja H2 SX. Vulcan
ENA. Vulcan S. Vulcan VN Ninja ZX-RR. Aerodynamically speaking, the Ninja R is wrapped in a
modern aerodynamic fairing and windscreen that not only look great, but also deliver effective
wind deflection for a wide range of riding situations. In terms of performance, the Ninja R is
powered by a compact, cc liquid-cooled twin-cylinder engine, that produces crisp throttle power
seasoned riders will definitely appreciate. The engine is mated to a smooth-shifting six-speed
transmission that offers the right gear for almost any situation. Together, the efficient engine
and transmission allow the Ninja R plenty of enjoyment from a wide array of customers. Find
out more about the Kawasaki Ninja R after the jump. This is all hooked to a six-speed
transmission, providing proper gearing for either sport-riding or highway speeds. I had the
version and it was sweet to ride. TopSpeed needs to update the picture to match the other R
instead of what looks like promoting the with the My friend has the version, it is sweet. Very fast
and sounds incredible, definatley recommend that you at least try this motorcycle at some point
in your life. Overall width Overall height Seat height Curb weight Fuel capacity 4. Kirby Garlitos.
Automotive Aftermarket Expert - kirby topspeed. Read More. What do you think? Motorcycle
Finder:. Kawasaki Ninja. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive
journalist job. Picture credits - Kawasaki. Submit more pictures. Discuss this bike Rate this
motorbike This bike's rating Write a review Sell this motorcycle Such bikes for sale Insurance
quotes Finance options Tip a friend List related bikes. Pictures, trademarks and logos of third
parties are the exclusive property of the respective owners. Technical specifications are subject
to change without notice. This web uses cookies. About Bikez. Advertise products. Contact
Bikez. Privacy policy. Motorcycle catalogue and Motorcycle classifieds. More pictures Compare
with any other bike. Displacement :. Compression :. Bore x stroke :. Valves per cylinder:. Front

suspension :. Rear suspension :. Wheelbase :. Compare US insurance quotes from the nation's
top providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's top providers. Ships to
most countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at Bikez. Join the 09
Kawasaki Ninja R discussion group or the general Kawasaki discussion group. List related
bikes for comparison of specs. Buying a bike starts at Bikez Get a list of related motorbikes
before you buy this Kawasaki. Inspect technical data. Look at photos. Read the riders'
comments at the bike's discussion group. And check out the bike's reliability, repair costs, etc.
Show any Kawasaki Ninja R for sale on our Bikez. You can also sign up for e-mail notification
when such bikes are advertised in the future. And advertise your old MC for sale. Our efficient
ads are free. You are also welcome to read and submit motorcycle reviews. Rating sample for
this Kawasaki bike. Reliability for the Kawasaki Ninja R: You can also compare bikes. The
Kawasaki Ninja R is situated at the line between rider-friendly behavior and top Ninja styling.
The recipe seemed to be very simple: keep the twin-cylinder engine and sporty chassis and
dress everything nicely in a fairing inspired on bigger Ninjas. The smart choice was to keep
producing and yet improving this icon, and this way it managed to dominate the American
market at the given category. By using a perfect combination of rider-friendly engine, easy to
operate chassis, and modern design, this Ninja is a true companion on your road towards
bigger motorcycles, like the ZX-6R and ZXR. Beginning sportbike riders which prefer street use
often encounter a gap between the cc motorcycles and those half-liter user-friendly bikes,
which are indeed great for beginners, but can sometime be much more than riders would
expect. Kawasaki noticed this problem more than twenty years ago and it immediately took
measures. Because it did the job properly, the EX kept being produced without major
modifications. Thanks to a responsive cc twin-cylinder engine, comfortable riding position, and
great looking fairing, this model sold like no other, attaching a solid brick of legacy at the base
of Kawasaki modern cc sportbikes. Now, the same machine is known as the Kawasaki Ninja R
and it features the same chassis, engine and general features except bigger wheels and a more
modern apparel of the bike that started it all. As I was saying, the Kawasaki Ninja R has no
competition whatsoever. The sales are good and the bike looks and feels great so it dominates
the sales charts without any problems. Usually you would find myself writing about Honda
offering a more reliable bike and Yamaha a better looking one in my opinion but this is definitely
not the case. Maybe Suzuki, who knows! What truly defines the Kawasaki Ninja R are the new
fairing and windscreen which not only look great, but deliver improved wind protection for a
wide range of riding situations. The Japanese manufacturer made sure that the fairing would be
inspired on those bigger Ninja motorcycles, and it did. The result was fit and finish of striking
full-fairing bodywork. Further enhancing the supersport look is the dual-lamp headlight design,
slim tail cowl and separate seats. When it comes to colors, the Kawasaki Ninja R is a reminder
of the machines that inspired its apparel. Red is characteristic to Kawasaki sport bikes so it was
a must on the Ninja R, also. Riders who are willing to be initiated in the wonderful world of
motorcycling and prefer a sportier ride are most likely to jump on the Kawasaki Ninja R so it is
best to know what to expect. I certainly did. I found myself facing an engine that thrives on
high-rpm excitement. Riders will definitely appreciate the cc parallel twin which has been
retuned in order to spice up its smooth and predictable power delivery and the results are
simply awesome. I now enjoyed more low- and mid-range rpm torque thanks to revisions to its
dual overhead camshafts and a new two-into-one exhaust system. What this ride now needed
was the silky smooth six-speed transmission which complements all the awesome features of
the engine, toping off the sportbike equipment list. That gutsy engine in communion with a
great transmission unit, not only makes it one sweet machine to be on, but it actually delivers
excellent fuel economy which is excellent for the novice rider which with more than one
occasion can forget to gas it up. Being a sportbike, it can somehow be considered as being
uncomfortable, but a natural riding position and comfortable ergonomics combined with its
lightweight handling, easy controllability and improved throttle response make the R a pleasure
to ride on city streets Also new for are the larger inch wheels that, apart from offering a big-bike
look, also contribute at offering great handling and improved stability. I appreciate the
suspensions because they are very appropriate for this ride and manage to keep it steady in
corners while still keeping things smooth and relatively simple. A larger mm front brake rotor is
gripped by a powerful 2-piston caliper to provide a healthy dose of stopping power with a
responsive feel at the lever. So even if you gathered a few miles or if you are just beginning
your riding days as a sportbike rider, the Kawasaki Ninja R proves it has the ability to make all
those steps together with you and it also brings all the satisfaction that will determine you to
head only towards Kawasaki from now on. The great thing with starter bikes is that they have
low price tags and the Ninja R makes no exception. In the city or on twisty country roads, the
lightweight, rider-friendly Ninja R is a blast to ride! With an engine character that can be fully

exploited, a compact, easy to operate chassis and full-fairing supersport styling worthy of its
moniker, this model was developed to offer street sport performance to riders of all skill levels.
Front Brake Type: Single mm hydraulic disc with two-piston caliper Rear Brake: Single mm
petal disc with two-piston caliper. Fuel Tank Capacity: 4. Seat Height: Dry Weight: lbs. Overall
Length: Overall Width: Overall Height: This "review" is nothing more than an advertisement for
Kawasaki. There is no meat here, just factory specs and maybe a lap or two around a track. Was
this review based only on an introductory ride at a Kawasaki press event? There is zero
in-depth coverage. Is that possible? Also, no mention that the model is now manufactured in
Thailand. Please move along Your browser does not support HTML5 video. Four-stroke,
liquid-cooled, DOHC, parralel twin. Maxx Biker. Read More. What do you think? Motorcycle
Finder:. Kawasaki Ninja. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive
journalist job. The Kawasaki Ninja R has long been considered one of the top choices for a first
motorcycle , and a massive overhaul for refreshes its styling and performance. Boasting plenty
of improvements inside and out, the Ninja R seeks to combine sportbike styling with the
approachability of a beginner motorcycle. Read more to find out how the all-new Ninja fills a
unique niche in its segment. The Goods: Keep it Simple, Stupid! A sharp visual contrast to its
predecessor, the Ninja R has been redesigned to look like a scaled down supersport
motorcycleâ€”a unique distinction in a field of bikes dominated by diminutive cruisers. The
Ninja's fresh bodywork is aggressive and sharp, and its full-fairing and engine vents will grab
the attention of those who appreciate fast, flashy bikes. However, underneath this Kawasaki's
bodywork is some relatively tame hardware. A liquid-cooled, dual overhead cam, cc parallel twin
gets revised camshafts and a new exhaust pipe for improved low and mid-range power, and the
Keihin-carbureted powerplant also boasts refined intake and exhaust ports. Mated to the engine
is a six-speed gearbox. Fuel capacity is 4. Wheels have been enlarged to 17 inches, and the rear
Uni-Trak suspension has 5. A non-adjustable 37mm hydraulic front fork is flanked by a
two-piston, mm petal disc, while a two-piston, mm disc sits at the rear wheel. In keeping with its
sporty appearance, the Ninja's single seat offers a narrow perch that's The Ninja R weighs in at
only lbs dry, and the California model adds 4 lbs of weight to that figure. The Ninja R is a
relatively small bike. Though it resembles its cc and 1,cc stablemates at first glance, its small
scale becomes more evident with a rider aboard. The saddle is slightly taller for , but the littlest
Ninja is still compact and low enough to feel completely manageable at parking lot speeds. The
rider is positioned with a mildly forward pitch thanks to the sloping seat, the angle of which is
visible in this profile shot of the bike. Rider ergonomics are not so far forward as to be
uncomfortable, but the Ninja's posture is certainly sporty. Taller riders will feel their legs touch
the outer edges of the fuel tank, though the bike is still narrow enough to not cause any unusual
contortions other than a slightly compact leg position. The view over the handlebars reveals a
centrally positioned speedometer and a tachometerâ€”which redlines at 13, rpmâ€”just off to
the left. Mirrors are generously sized and well-positioned, offering good rearward visibility.
Riding the Kawasaki Ninja R. That characteristic, though, makes it easy to modulate
acceleration and speed. Pull the clutch and click the shifter into gear, and you'll notice there's a
bit of clutch lever travel before it engages. The engine winds up gradually with an unthreatening
flow of power that gets a bit buzzy halfway to the 13, rpm redline. Acceleration can be strong
enough to keep up with traffic or merge onto highways, but it's critical to keep the engine in the
prime of its powerband; shift too early, and you'll miss the sweet spot that enables strong
acceleration. The Ninja's low weight makes it easy to maneuver, and direction changes occur
with minimal handlebar inputâ€”maintain the bike's momentum up by keeping the revs high,
and the Ninja becomes a pleasure to fling on twisty roads, despite its plush ride. The gearbox
tends to behave itself and shift with positive feedback most of the time, though it did
occasionally hit a false neutral between gears and not illuminate the green "N" light when the
gearbox was, in fact, in neutral. Brakes are a big improvement over the outgoing Ninja, and
strong stops are accompanied with reasonably good feedback. Thanks to its light weight and
maneuverability, riding the Ninja R is a fun, rewarding experience that enables beginners to
easily develop their riding technique and more advanced riders to focus on fundamental skills.
The Ninja R experience is a gentle reminder of the simple pleasures of riding: the feeling of
feedback at the pegs, seat, and handlebar, the level of maneuverability that comes from light
weight, and just enough power to keep you excited without threatening to get you in serious
trouble. In this age of seemingly limitless horsepower wars and styling excess, it's refreshing to
experience a bike as honest and endearing as the Ninja R. It may not set any land speed
records, but its combination of economy and approachability make it a welcome bike for
beginners, or anybody in the market for a back-to-basics sportbike. Basem Wasef. Updated
March 17, The Kawasaki Ninja R codenamed EX ; previous generations had market-specific
names is a motorcycle in the Ninja sport bike series from the Japanese manufacturer Kawasaki

originally introduced in As the marque's entry-level sport bike, [1] [2] the motorcycle has
undergone few changes throughout its quarter-century lifetime, having received only three
substantial redesigns. In some markets the Ninja R has been succeeded by the Ninja Since , the
bike is marketed as the Ninja R in all markets. It is also referred to by its platform designation,
EX, to which a generational suffix is attached. The Ninja R's particular ergonomics , chassis
design, and engine placement have resulted in a motorcycle that straddles the standard and
sport classes. The Ninja's riding posture also falls between standard and sport. The first
generation was produced between and , and known by the production number EXC. It was sold
as the GPZ Sold only in its home market of Japan, this earliest, belt-driven version was first
produced in , and shares no commonality with later generations. Produced between and was
the EXE. This model was sold as the Ninja R in Canada and the U. It was known as the GPZR
elsewhere. For the model year, there were both cosmetic changes and changes in engine
tuning. While the bore and stroke, and other major engine components, were unchanged, minor
tuning adjustments were made. In , Kawasaki gave the EX its most extensive redesign in twenty
years. Parts from the third generation are still found on the -J, but its redesigned exterior panels
bring the Ninja's appearance out of the s and into line with lates sportbikes. The redesign of the
engine resulted in improvements in engine response at low engine speeds, making the bike
smoother and "much easier to ride. On the carbureted version, a fuel gauge was added in place
of the temperature gauge. With the arrival of the EXJ, manufacturing continues to be located in
Thailand. ABS is available as an option. Like the previous generation, the engine is fuel injected
in some markets and carbureted in others. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected
from Kawasaki Ninja This article is about Kawasaki's twin-cylinder sport bike sold since For the
single-cylinder version introduced in , see Kawasaki Ninja SL. This section needs expansion.
You can help by adding to it. September The Ninja is one of two cc sportbikes available in the
US market. The older model actually makes more peak power than the new model: Note: MCN
dynamometer data is rear-wheel only. Archived from the original on Retrieved Categories :
Kawasaki motorcycles Sport bikes Motorcycles introduced in Motorcycles powered by
straight-twin engines. Hidden categories: CS1 errors: URL Webarchive template wayback links
All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from October
Articles with unsourced statements from August Articles with unsourced statements from
November Articles with unsourced statements from August Articles to be expanded from
September All articles to be expanded Articles using small message boxes Commons category
link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. Kawasaki Heavy Industries. Sport bike [1] [2]. Uni-Trak single-shock system.
Uni-Trak single-shock. W : Keihin CVK30 2 , Constant velocity, diaphragm-type. Uni-Trak with
5-setting adjustable preload. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Kawasaki EX Year Type.
Versys KL Super Sherpa. Ninja Ninja SL. Ninja ZXR. ZX Tomcat. Sport touring. Ninja H2 SX.
Vulcan ENA. Vulcan S. Vulcan VN Ninja ZX-RR. The smart choice was to keep producing and yet
improving this icon, and this way it managed to dominate the American market at the given
category. By using a perfect combination of rider-friendly engine, easy to operate chassis, and
modern design, this Ninja is a true companion on your road towards bigger motorcycles, like
the ZX-6R and ZXR. Riders who are willing to be initiated in the wonderful world of motorcycling
and prefer a sportier ride are most likely to jump on the Kawasaki Ninja R so it is best to know
what to expect. I certainly did. I found myself facing an engine that thrives on high-rpm
excitement. Riders will definitely appreciate the cc parallel twin which has been retuned in order
to spice up its smooth and predictable power delivery and the results are simply awesome. I
now enjoyed more low- and mid-range rpm torque thanks to revisions to its dual overhead
camshafts and a new two-into-one exhaust system. What this ride now needed was the silky
smooth six-speed transmission which complements all the awesome features of the engine,
toping off the sportbike equipment list. That gutsy engine in communion with a great
transmission unit, not only makes it one sweet machine to be on, but it actually delivers
excellent fuel economy which is excellent for the novice rider which with more than one
occasion can forget to gas it up. Being a sportbike, it can somehow be considered as being
uncomfortable, but a natural riding position and comfortable ergonomics combined with its
lightweight handling, easy controllability and improved throttle response make the R a pleasure
to ride on city streets. Also new for are the larger inch wheels that, apart from offering a big-bike
look, also contribute at offering great handling and improved stability. I appreciate the
suspensions because they are very appropriate for this ride and manage to keep it steady in
corners while still keeping things smooth and relatively simple. A larger mm front brake rotor is
gripped by a powerful 2-piston caliper to provide a healthy dose of stopping power with a
responsive feel at the lever. So even if you gathered a few miles or if you are just beginning

your riding days as a sportbike rider, the Kawasaki Ninja R proves it has the ability to make all
those steps together with you and it also brings all the satisfaction that will determine you to
head only towards Kawasaki from now on. In the city or on twisty country roads, the
lightweight, rider-friendly Ninja R is a blast to ride! With an engine character that can be fully
exploited, a compact, easy to operate chassis and full-fairing supersport styling worthy of its
moniker, this model was developed to offer street sport performance to riders of all skill levels.
Home Manufacturer Contact. Kawasaki Ninja R. Make Model. Four stroke. Bore x Stroke.
Cooling System. Liquid cooled. Compression Ratio. Wet sump. Engine Oil. Max Power. Max
Torque. Wet, cable operated. Final Drive. O-ring chain. Semi-double cradle, high-tensile steel,.
Front Suspension. Front Wheel Travel. Rear Suspension. Rear Wheel Travel. Front Brakes.
Single mm hydraulic petal disc 2 piston caliper. Rear Brakes. Single mm petal disc 2 piston
caliper. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Seat Height. Dry Weight. Wet Weight. Fuel Capacity. Quick Links.
See also: Owner's Manual. Table of Contents. Ninja R. Page 5 All information contained in this
publication is based on the latest product information available at the time of publication.
Illustrations and photographs in this publication are intended for reference use only and may
not depict actual model component parts. First Edition 1 : Feb. Page 7: How To Use This Manual
Be alert for problems and non-scheduled ticular interest for more efficient and conmaintenance. Model Identification General Specifications Unit Conversion Table To facilitate
actual operations, notes, illustra- tions, photographs, cautions, and detailed descriptions have
been included in each chapter wherever necessary. Gaskets, O-rings, oil seals, grease seals,
circlips or cotter pins must be replaced with new ones whenever disassembled. Then tighten
them according to the specified se- quence to prevent case warpage or deformation which can
lead to malfunction. Be sure to maintain proper alignment and use smooth movements when
installing. Ball Bearing and Needle Bearing Do not remove pressed ball or needle unless
removal is absolutely necessary. Lubri- cation points are called out throughout this manual,
apply the specific oil or grease as specified. Direction of Engine Rotation When rotating the
crankshaft by hand, the free play amount of rotating direction will affect the adjustment. Overall
Width mm Overall Height 1 mm Wheelbase 1 mm Road Clearance mm 5. Seat Height mm Dry
Mass Torque and Locking Agent The initial maintenance is vitally important and must not be
neglected. Letters used in the "Remarks" column mean: G: Apply grease. L: Apply a
non-permanent locking agent. MO: Apply molybdenum disulfide grease oil solution. If the
throttle grip free play can not be adjusted with the adjuster, use the adjusters in the lower ends
of the throttle cables. If handlebar movement changes the idle speed, the throttle cables may be
improperly adjusted or incorrectly routed or damaged. Valve Clearance Standard: Exhaust 0. If
the clearance is out of the specified range, use the additional shim. Swelling or high spots
indicate inter- nal damage, requiring tire replacement. Apply the oil to the O-rings so that the
O-rings will be coated with oil. If there is any irregularity, replace the drive chain. If the brake
fluid leaked from any position, inspect or re- place the problem part. If the fluid level is lower
than the lower level line, fill the reservoir to the upper level line [C]. If the shock absorber does
not smoothly stroke or noise is found, inspect the oil leak see Rear Shock Absorber Oil Leak
Inspection. Also, check to see that each cotter pin is in place and in good condition. When the
fuel hose is disconnected, fuel spills out from the hose and the pipe because of residual
pressure. Open the bleed valve [A]. Apply the brake and hold it [B]. DFI System DFI Parts
Location ECU 2. Battery 12 V 8 Ah 3. Neutral Switch 4. Inlet Air Pressure Sensor 5. Air Switching
Valve 6. Water Temperature Sensor 7. Speed Sensor 8. Vehicle-down Sensor 9. Oxygen Sensor
Crankshaft Sensor Oxygen Sensor 2. ECU 3. Joint Connector 2 4. Kawasaki Diagnostic System
Connector 5. Self-diagnosis Terminal 6. Fuel Pump 7. Battery 12 V 8 Ah 8. Frame Ground 9.
Starter Relay Subthrottle Valve Actuator: P 3. Stick Coil 1: BK Unused Meter Unit Tachometer :
LB Throttle Body Vacuum Do not use any other battery except for a 12 V sealed battery as a
power source. Remove the fuel tank see Fuel Tank Removal and check the fuel hose [A]. Page
After measurement, remove the needle adapters and ap- ply silicone sealant to the seals [A] of
the connector [B] for waterproofing. A fully charged battery is a must for conducting accurate
tests of the DFI system. If the connector is corroded or dirty, clean it carefully. If it is damaged,
replace it. Connect the connectors securely. It is meant simply as a rough guide to assist the
troubleshooting for some of the more common difficulties in DFI system. Fuel line clogged
Inspect and repair see chapter 3. Inlet air pressure sensor trouble Inspect see chapter 3. Inlet air
temperature sensor trouble Inspect see chapter 3. Spark plug dirty, broken or gap maladjusted
Inspect and replace see chapter 2. Stick coil trouble Inspect see chapter Air suction valve
trouble Inspect and replace see chapter 5. Never drop the throttle body assy especially on a
hard surface. Such a shock to the sensor can damage it. Water-proof Joint 2 3. Inlet Air
Pressure Sensor 4. Water-proof Joint 1 3. Speed Sensor 3. Water-proof Joint 2 4. Vehicle-down
Sensor 4. Ignition Switch 2. Water-proof Joint 3 3. Water-proof Joint 1 4. Oxygen Sensor 5. ECU

6. Joint Connector 2 7. Engine Stop Switch 2. Stick Coil 1, 2 3. Water-proof Joint 3 4. ECU 5.
Joint Connector 2 6. Battery 12 V 8 Ah 7. Joint Connector 2 3. Battery 12 V 8 Ah 4. Frame
Ground 5. Main Fuse 30 A 6. Joint Connector 1 7. Relay Box 8. So, the heater itself can not be
removed. FI Indicator Light Circuit 1. ECU 4. Joint Connector 2 5. Other- wise, the motorcycle
cannot clear the regulation. If the connector is clogged with mud or dust, blow it off with
compressed air. Battery 12 V 8 Ah 6. Frame Ground 7. Main Fuse 30 A 8. Relay Box 9. ECU Main
Relay ECU Fuse Installation If a fuse fails during operation, inspect the DFI system to determine
the cause, and then replace it with a new fuse of proper amperage. Read the pressure at the
average of the maximum and minimum indications. If the fuel pressure is much higher than
specified, replace the fuel pump because the fuel pressure regulator in the fuel pump have been
clogged or stuck. Make sure the area is well-ventilated and free from any source of flame or
sparks; this includes any appliance with a pilot light. Engine Stop Switch 3. Main Fuse 30 A Fuel
Injector 1, 2 5. Fuel Pump 8. Battery 12 V 8 Ah 9. Subthrottle Valve Actuator 2. Subthrottle
Sensor 3. Main Throttle Sensor 4. Throttle Body Assy 5. Fuel Injectors 6. Delivery Pipe Assy
CAUTION Do not remove, disassemble or adjust the main throttle sensor, subthrottle sensor,
subthrottle valve actuator, throttle link mechanism and throttle body assy, because they are
adjust or set surely at Replace the gasket if it is damaged. Coolant Flow Chart Coolant
Deterioration Inspection Coolant Level Inspection Coolant Draining Coolant Filling Pressure
Testing Cooling System Flushing Coolant Reserve Tank Removal Coolant Reserve Tank
Installation When the engine starts, the water pump turns and the coolant circulates. The
thermostat is a wax pellet type which opens or closes with coolant temperature changes. The
thermostat continuously changes its valve opening to keep the coolant temperature at the
proper level. If whitish cotton-like wafts are observed, aluminum parts in the cooling system are
corroded. When this accumulation is suspected or observed, flush the cool- ing system. If this
accumulation is not removed, it will clog up the water passage and considerable reduce the efficiency of the cooling system. If the surface is corroded or if the blades are damaged, replace
the water pump unit. The radiator fan may start even if the ignition switch is off. If the valve is
open, replace the thermostat with a new one. Avoid sharp bending, kinking, flattening or
twisting. Such a shock to the water temperature sensor can damage it. Cylinder Head Warp
Inspection Valve Clearance Inspection.. Valve Clearance Adjustment.. Exhaust Inlet Camshaft
Journal, Camshaft 0. Cap Clearance Cylinder Inside Diameter Piston Diameter 0. Page Cylinder
Head Cover Replace the head cover gasket with a new one. Torque - Cylinder Head Cover Bolts:
9. The push rod does not return to its original position once it moves out to take up camshaft
chain slack. Observe all the rules listed below. Place a strip on each journal parallel to the
camshaft installed in the correct position. If the cams are worn down past the service limit,
replace the camshaft. Cam Height Standard: This will warp the cylinder head. Exhaust 0. Inlet
Service Limit: Exhaust This valve seat cutter is developed to grind the valve for repair.
Therefore the cutter must not be used for other purposes than seat repair. Do not drop or shock
the valve seat cutter, or the dia- mond particles may fall off. If the seat width is within the
specified range, lap the valve to the seat as described below. The rings should fit perfectly
parallel to groove surfaces. If not, replace the piston and all the piston rings. Set it close to the
bottom of the cylinder, where cylinder wear is low. Wait until the muffler cool down. Special
Tool and Sealant Clutch Lever and Cable Clutch Lever Free Play Inspection Clutch Lever Free
Play Adjustment Clutch Cable Removal Clutch Cable Installation Clutch Cable Lubrication
Clutch Lever Free Play â€” â€” â€” Clutch 2. Friction Plate Thickness 2. Friction and Steel Plate
Warp 0. Clutch Spring Free Length Torque - Clutch Spring Bolts: 8. Engine Oil Flow Chart
Special Tools and Sealant Engine Oil and Oil Filter Oil Level Inspection Engine Oil Change Oil
Filter Replacement Bypass Valve Disassembly Bypass Valve Assembly Engine Removal Engine
Installation A: After installation, set the projection in the hole. When inserting the front engine
mounting bolt, use the suitable stand under the engine to lift it. Starter Motor Clutch Assembly..
Balancer Removal Crankshaft Main Bearing Insert Thickness: 1. CAUTION If the crankshaft,
bearing inserts, or crankcase halves are replaced with new ones, select the bear- ing inserts
and check clearance with a plastigage press gauge before assembling engine to be sure the
correct bearing inserts are installed. If the measurement exceeds the service limit, replace the
crankshaft. If the measured journal diameters are not less than the service limit, but do not
coincide with the original diameter markings [A] on the balancer shaft, make new marks on
Balancer Shaft Journal Diameter Marks None: If it is loose, unscrew it, apply a non-permanent
locking agent to the threads, and tighten it. Circlip, 29 mm 1. Ball Bearing 2. Circlip Drive Shaft
3. Thrust Washer, 30 mm 1. Inside Diameter: Nut Washer 4. Toothed Washer, 30 mm 1. If the
thickness of a shift fork ear is less than the service limit, the shift fork must be replaced. Radial
TIR 0. TIR 0. Wheel Balance 10 g 0. Page 30 g 1. An imbalance of less than 10 grams 0. Page Tire
Repair Also, permanent internal repairs have the advantage of permitting a thorough

examination for secondary damage not visible from external inspection of the tire. For these
reasons, Kawasaki does not recommend temporary exter- nal repair. Only appropriate
permanent internal repairs are recommended. Repair methods may vary slightly from make to
make. If any bear- ings are removed, they will need to be replaced with new ones. HO: Apply
heavy oil. Turn the bearing around by hand a few times to make sure the grease is distributed
uniformly inside the bearing. If they show any damage, replace the dust seals with new ones.
Replace the caliper if the cylinder and piston are badly scores or rusty. Removing the rear brake
pad is the same as for the front brake pad. Brake Line Bleeding The brake fluid has a very low
compression coefficient so that almost all the movement of the brake lever or pedal is
transmitted directly to the caliper for braking action. Pump the brake lever until it becomes hard,
and apply the brake and hold it [A]. Never reuse old brake fluid. Do not use fluid from a
container that has been left unsealed or that has been open for a long time. Holding the inner
tube by hand in a vertical position, pull down the outer tube several times to pull out the inner
tube. If there is visible damage, replace the sleeve with a new one. G: Apply grease. If there is
any damage to the frame, replace it. If the frame is bent, dented, cracked, or warped, replace it.
Meter Unit 2. Ignition Switch 3. Starter Lockout Switch 4. Air Switching Valve 5. Stick Coils 6.
Spark Plugs 7. Starter Relay 8. ECU Turn Signal Relay Fuse Box Learn and ob- serve all the
rules below. This will burn out the diodes on the electrical parts. If any wiring is poor, replace
the damaged wiring. These names must be the same. Page Newly activated sealed batteries
require an initial charge. Standard Charge: 0. When properly installed, the strip of the caps will
be level with the top of the battery. Forcibly prying off the seal cap to add water is very
dangerous. Never do that. Battery Terminal Voltage Standard: Page Charging System Apply
silicone sealant to the crankshaft sensor lead grom- met and crankcase halves mating surface
[A] on the front and rear sides of the cover mount. Striking the rotor can cause the magnets to
lose their magnetism. Alternator 2. Frame Ground 4. Main Fuse 30 A 5. Joint Connector 1 6.
Load 7. Water-proof Joint 3 8. Ignition Switch 9. Do not touch the spark plugs or stick coils
while the engine is running, or you could receive a severe electrical shock. ECU Fuse 15 A
Speed Sensor 2. Joint Connector 2 Oxygen Sensor Heater Sidestand Switch Fuse 10 A Battery
12 V 8 Ah Tapping the shaft or body could damage the motor. Torque - Starter Motor Through
Bolts: 3. Special Tool - Hand Tester: If the relay does not work as specified, the relay is defective. Starter Button 4. Water-proof Joint 3 5. Neutral Switch 6. Sidestand Switch 8. Frame
Ground The headlight does not go on when the ignition switch and the engine stop switch are
first turned on. The headlight comes on after the starter button is released and stays on until the
ignition switch is turned off. Pull the bulb out to prevent damage to the bulb. Do not use bulb
rated for greater wattage then the specified value. High Beam Indicator 7. Headlight Fuse 10 A
Light 12 V 3. Fuse Box 2. Ignition Switch Relay Box 7. ECU Main Relay 8. ECU Fuse 15 A 9. Fan
Relay 9. The pointers cannot be reinstalled. The pointer mounting is different from replacement
meters. If the needle does not flick, check the meter unit harness for continuity see wiring
diagram in this section. Special Tool - Hand Tester: If the harness is normal, replace the
tachometer. Ignition Fuse 10 A Joint Connector 1 2. FI Indicator Light 12 V 3. Water-proof Joint 3
Such a shock to the unit can damage it. Do not touch the sensing part [B] and filter holes [C] of
the sensor to prevent oil contact. The relays and diodes can not be removed. Such a shock to
the relay box can damage it. Headlight High Connector 2. Headlight Low Connector 3. Bands 4.
Meter Lead Connectors 5. City Light Lead Connector 6. Horn Lead Connectors 7. Oil Pressure
Switch Lead Connector 9. Page 3. ECU Lead Connectors 4. Kawasaki Diagnostic System
Connector 8. Bands 9. Battery Negative Cable Alternator Lead Connector Right Switch Housing
Lead 2. Guide Run the left switch housing lead through into the guide. Guide Run the right
switch housing lead through into the guide. Clutch Cable 5. Left Switch Housing Lead 6.
Speedometer Cable 2. Guide Run the headlight high lead through into the guide. Headlight High
Connector 4. Band Hold the headlight high lead and insert the band into the upper fairing
bracket. Ignition Switch Lead Connector 2. Vehicle-down Sensor Lead Connector 3. Throttle
Cable Accelerator 4. Throttle Cable Decelerator 5. Guide Run the throttle cables, right switch
housing and ignition switch leads through into the guide. Subthrottle Sensor Lead Connector 2.
Main Throttle Sensor Lead Connector 3. Clutch Cable 6. Subthrottle Sensor 7. Main Throttle
Sensor 8. Fuel Injector 2 9. Stick Coil 1 Lead Connector 2. Throttle Cable Decelerator 4. Throttle
Cable Accelerator 5. Guide Run the oil pressure switch lead through into the guide. Clamp Hold
the neutral switch and speed sensor leads. Speed Sensor Lead 3. Neutral Switch Lead
Connector 4. Insert the speed sensor lead into the groove of the speed sensor mounting
bracket. Alternator Lead Connector 2. Crankshaft Sensor Lead Connector 3. Alternator Lead 4.
Crankshaft Sensor Lead 5. Brackets 6. Clutch Cable 7. Run the clutch cable and reserve tank
hose into the hole of the reserve tank. Starter Relay 2. Relay Box Lead Connectors 3. Clamp
Hold the main harness and insert the clamp into the frame. ECU Lead Connectors 5. Battery

Positive Cable 6. Page 4. License Plate Light Lead 8. Clamp 9. Kawasaki Diagnostic System
Connector Thermostat 2. Radiator Cap 3. Install the hose so that its white paint mark side faces
the radiator. Radiator 5. Clamp Screw 6. Cylinder Head 8. Run the reserve tank overflow hose
into the guides. Reserve Tank Overflow Hose 3. Bracket 4. Vehicle-down Sensor 2. Clamps 3. Air
Switching Valve 4. Install the hose so that its white mark side faces the air switching valve.
Damper 6. Inlet Air Pressure Sensor 7. Vacuum Hose 8. Front Master Cylinder 2. Front Brake
Hose 3. Guide 5. Front Brake Caliper 6. Rear Brake Reservoir Tank 7. Rear Brake Caliper 8. Part
No. This manual is also suitable for: Ninja r. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete.
Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from
URL. Quick Links. See also: Service Manual , Owner's Manual. Table of Contents. Ninja R. Page
5 All information contained in this publication is based on the latest product information
available at the time of publication. Illustrations and photographs in this publication are
intended for reference use only and may not depict actual model component parts. First Edition
1 : Nov. Page 9: How To Use This Manual Be alert for problems and non-scheduled ticular
interest for more efficient and con- maintenance. Special tools, gauges, and Indicates a
procedural step or work to be testers that are necessary when servicing done. Model
Identification General Specifications Unit Conversion Table To facilitate actual operations,
notes, illustra- tions, photographs, cautions, and detailed descriptions have been included in
each chapter wherever necessary. Gaskets, O-rings, oil seals, grease seals, circlips or cotter
pins must be replaced with new ones whenever disassembled. Then tighten them according to
the specified se- quence to prevent case warpage or deformation which can lead to malfunction.
Be sure to maintain proper alignment and use smooth movements when installing. Ball Bearing
and Needle Bearing Do not remove pressed ball or needle unless removal is absolutely
necessary. Lubri- cation points are called out throughout this manual, apply the specific oil or
grease as specified. Direction of Engine Rotation When rotating the crankshaft by hand, the free
play amount of rotating direction will affect the adjustment. Overall Width mm Overall Height 1
mm Wheelbase 1 mm Road Clearance mm 5. Seat Height mm Dry Mass Torque and Locking
Agent The initial maintenance is vitally important and must not be neglected. If too little torque
is applied, the bolts and nuts could loosen and fall out. If too much torque is applied, the
threads could be sheared off. Use this table for only the bolts and nuts which do not require a
specific torque value. All of the values are for use with dry solvent-cleaned threads. Because of
the danger of highly flammable liquids, do not use gasoline or a low-flash point solvent to clean
the element. If the intake vacuum difference between the two cylinders exceeds the limit, adjust
the synchronization. Engine Vacuum Synchronization Less than 2. However, if the motorcycle is
not properly handled, the high pressure in- side the fuel line can cause fuel to leak [A] or the
hose to burst. If there is no vacuum pulsation, check the hose line for leak. Valve Clearance
Standard: Exhaust 0. If the gap is too wide, the clutch may not release fully. If the gap is too
narrow, the clutch may not engage fully. Service Limit: Front 1 mm 0. Rear 2 mm 0. If the chain
is too loose, turn in the left and right chain adjuster nuts [D] evenly. If they do not, adjust the
chain slack and align the wheel alignment see Drive Chain Slack Adjustment. Replace the chain
guide if it shows any signs of abnormal wear or damage. If the shock absorber does not
smoothly stroke or noise is found, inspect the oil leak see Rear Shock Absorber Oil Leak
Inspection. Adjust the headlight to the proper an- gle according to local regulations. Also, check
to see that each cotter pin is in place and in good condition. Torque - Drain Bolt: 9. PBC grease.
Torque - Bleed Valve: 5. Special Tools Throttle Grip and Cables Throttle Cable accelerator 2.
Throttle Cable decelerator 3. Choke Cable 4. Idle Adjusting Screw 5. Air Cut Valve 6. Jet Needle
7. Vacuum Valve 8. Float Valve 9. Needle Jet Needle Jet Holder Canister 3. Separator 4. Green
Hose 5. Blue Hose 6. White Hose 7. Red Hose Turn the ignition switch OFF. Do not smoke. Make
sure the area is well-ventilated and free from any source of flame or sparks; If the gauge is
lowered and then raised again, the fuel level measured shows somewhat higher than the actual
fuel level. Increasing the float height lowers the fuel level and decreasing the float height raises
the fuel level. If they are not, loosen the mounting screws and align the carburetors on a flat
surface. It will seat against the needle jet, pushing the end of the jet into the carburetor bore.
Remove as many rubber or plastic parts from the carburetor as possible before cleaning the
carburetor with a cleaning solution. WARNING If dirt or dust is allowed to pass through into the
car- buretors, the butterfly valves may become stuck, possibly causing an accident. Make sure
the area is well-ventilated and free from any source of flame or sparks; this includes any
appliance with a pilot light. If the fuel tap screens have any breaks or are deterio- rated, they
may allow dirt to reach the carburetor, causing poor running. Coolant Flow Chart Coolant
Deterioration Inspection Coolant Level Inspection Coolant Draining Coolant Filling Pressure
Testing Cooling System Flushing Water Pump When the engine starts, the water pump turns
and the coolant circulates. The thermostat is a wax pellet type which opens or closes with

coolant temperature changes. The thermostat continuously changes its valve opening to keep
the coolant temperature at the proper level. If whitish cotton-like wafts are observed, aluminum
parts in the cooling system are corroded. If the coolant is brown, iron or steel parts are rusting.
When this accumulation is suspected or observed, flush the cool- ing system. If this
accumulation is not removed, it will clog up the water passage and considerable reduce the efficiency of the cooling system. If the surface is corroded or if the blades are damaged, replace
the water pump unit. The radiator fan may start even if the ignition switch is off. If there are
obstructions to air flow, remove them. If the corrugated fins [A] are deformed, carefully
straighten them. They must be smooth and clean for the radiator cap to function properly. If the
valve is open, replace the thermostat with a new one. Avoid sharp bending, kinking, flattening
or twisting. Torque - Radiator Fan Switch: Cylinder Head Removal Cylinder Head Installation
Cylinder Head Warp Inspection Cylinder Head Cleaning Page L: Apply a non-permanent locking
agent. M: Apply molybdenum disulfide grease. MO: Apply molybdenum disulfide oil solution
mixture of the engine oil and molybdenum disufide grease in a weight ratio 10 : 1. Exhaust
Cylinder Inside Diameter Piston Diameter The push rod does not return to its original position
once it moves out to take up camshaft chain slack. Observe all the rules listed below: When
removing the tensioner, do not take out the mounting bolts only halfway. If the runout exceeds
the service limit, replace the shaft. Torque - Cylinder Head Bolts: This valve seat cutter is
developed to grind the valve for repair. Therefore the cutter must not be used for other
purposes than seat repair. Do not drop or shock the valve seat cutter, or the dia- mond particles
may fall off. The rings should fit perfectly parallel to groove surfaces. If not, replace the piston
and all the piston rings. Set it close to the bottom of the cylinder, where cylinder wear is low.
Special Tool and Sealant Clutch Lever and Cable Clutch Lever Free Play Inspection Clutch
Lever Free Play Adjustment Clutch Cable Removal Clutch Cable Lubrication Clutch Lever
Removal Clutch Cover Starter Lockout Switch 7. Friction Plate Thickness 2. Friction and Steel
Plate Warp Page Clutch Cover [A] of the crankcases. Torque - Clutch Spring Bolts: 8. If they are
damaged or if there are groove cuts in the areas that come in contact with the tangs, replace the
housing. Replace the friction plates if their tangs are damaged as well. Special Tools and
Sealant Engine Oil Flow Chart Engine Oil and Oil Filter Oil Level Inspection Engine Oil Change
Oil Filter Replacement Bypass Valve Disassembly Bypass Valve Assembly G: Apply grease. L:
Apply a non-permanent locking agent. Engine Removal Engine Installation Then insert the
upper engine mount- ing bolt [B], and tighten the nut loosely. Starter Motor Clutch Assembly..
Balancer Removal LG: Apply liquid gasket Kawasaki Bond: MO: Apply molybdenum disulfide oil
solution mixture of the engine oil and molybdenum disulfide grease in a weight ratio
Connecting Rod Twist â€” â€” â€” 0. Crankshaft Main Bearing Insert Thickness: 1. If the
measurement exceeds the service limit, replace the crankshaft. If the measured journal diameter
is not less than the ser- vice limit, but does not coincide with the original diameter markings [A]
on the balancer shaft, write new marks on it. If the shift shaft [A] is bent, straighten or replace it.
The difference between the highest and the lowest gauge readings is the amount of backlash.
Replace any damaged gears or gears with excessively worn dogs or dog holes. Washer 2.
Thrust Washer 3. Needle Bearing 4. Ball Bearing 5. Collar 6. Bearing Outer Race 7. Circlip R:
Replacement Parts Radial TIR 0. TIR 0. Wheel Balance 10 g 0. WARNING Do not attempt to drive
the motorcycle until a full brake lever is obtained by pumping the brake lever until the pads are
against the disc. The brake will not function on the first application of the lever if this is not
done. If the roughness or binding is found, replace the hub bear- ings. If the wheel stops of its
own accord in various positions, it is well balanced. Page 30 g 1. An imbalance of less than 10
grams 0. Page Tire Repair Also, permanent internal repairs have the advantage of permitting a
thorough examination for secondary damage not visible from external inspection of the tire. For
these reasons, Kawasaki does not recommend temporary exter- nal repair. Only appropriate
permanent internal repairs are recommended. Repair methods may vary slightly from make to
make. If any bear- ings are removed, they will need to be replaced with new ones. MO: Apply
molybdenum disulfide oil solution. This can damage or warp the disc. Place blocks under the
wheel so that the disc does not touch the ground. Grease Seal Inspection and Lubrication If the
grease seals are examined without removing the seals themselves, look for discoloration
indicating the rub- ber has deteriorated , hardening, damage to the internal ribbing, or other
damage. Front 4. Take out only the caliper mounting bolts for caliper removal. WARNING Do not
attempt to drive the motorcycle until a full brake lever or pedal is obtained by pumping the
brake lever or pedal and the pads are against the disc. Replace the caliper if the cylinder and
piston are badly scores or rusty. There are flat washers on each side of the hose fitting. Pump
the brake lever until it becomes hard, and apply the brake and hold it [A]. Never reuse old brake
fluid. Do not use fluid from a container that has been left unsealed or that has been open for a
long time. They are normal for a small amount of grease to seep out around the grease seals. To

tighten the stem nut to the specified torque, hook the wrench on the stem nut, and pull the
wrench at the hole by 84 N 8. Rear Brake Light Switch 4. Side Stand Switch 5. Radiator Fan
Switch 6. Water Temperature Switch 7. Ignition Switch 8. Turn Signal Relay 9. Diode Main Fuse
30 A Horn Fuse Box Radiator Fan Switch IC Igniter Front Brake Light Switch 4. Starter Circuit
Relay Learn and ob- serve all the rules below. This will burn out the diodes in the electrical
parts. If any wiring is in poor, replace the damaged wiring. If the connector is corroded or dirty,
clean it carefully. Be sure to use the dedicated electrolyte container for correct electrolyte
volume. Page Precautions Newly activated sealed batteries require an initial charge. Standard
Charge: 0. Give refresh charge for 5 to 10 hours with charge current shown in the specification
see this chapter. Battery Terminal Voltage Standard: Page Charging System Apply silicone
sealant to the alternator lead grommet and crankcase halves mating surface [A] on the front and
rear side of the cover mount. Page Stator Coil Installation Fit the alternator leads and crankshaft
sensor leads into the grommet. If the charging voltage is kept between the values given in the
table, the charging system is considered to be working normally. Page Crankshaft Sensor
Removal Clamp the harness of crankshaft sensor leads as shown. If the tester does not read as
specified, replace the coil. Ignition Coil Resistance Standard: Primary windings 2. Do not
disconnect the IC igniter connector [B] with the ignition switch on. This may damage the IC
igniter. Do not disconnect the battery leads while the en- gine is running. Ignition Switch 2.
Engine Stop Switch 3. Ignition Coils 4. Spark Plugs 5. Diode A 6. Fuse Box 7. Ignition Fuse 10 A
8. Battery 9. Pickup Coil Torque - Starter Motor Terminal Locknut: 9. Replace the starter motor
with a new one if the commu- tator diameter is less than the service limit. Commutator Diameter
Standard: 28 mm 1. Service Limit: 27 mm 1. Starter Button 4. Diode A 5. Diode B 6. Starter
Circuit Relay 7. Fuse Box 8. Ignition Fuse 10 A 9. Battery If the relay does not work as specified,
the relay is defec- tive. Replace the relay. Diodes B 3. Headlight Relay 4. Fuse Box 5. Tail Light
Fuse 10 A 6. Headlight Fuse 10 A 7. License Plate Light 9. Alternator Turn Signal Relay 3. Fuse
Box 4. Turn Signal Relay Fuse 10 A 5. Rear Right Turn Signal Light 6. Rear Left Turn Signal
Light 7. Battery 8. The fan may start even if the ignition switch is off. Fuel Gauge 3. Fuel Level
Sensor 6. Battery 7. Starter Relay Right Switch Housing Leads 2. Ignition Switch Leads 3. Left
Switch Housing Leads 4. Choke Cable 5. Guide 6. Guide 7. Guide 8. Speedometer Cable 9.
Throttle Cable Accelerator Throttle Cable Decelerator Choke Cable 2. Clutch Cable 3. Meter
Leads Connectors 5. Band 6. Band 8. Headlight Leads Connectors 9. Guide Speedometer Cable
Starter Locknut Switch Lead Throttle Cables 2. Guide 3. Radiator Fan Leads Connectors 4.
Clamp 5. Right Switch Housing Leads 6. Clutch Cable 9. Left Switch Housing Leads 2. Clamp 4.
Left Switching Housing Leads Connector 5. Oil Pressure Switch Connector Alternator Leads 2.
Crankshaft Sensor Leads 3. Brackets 4. Engine Ground Lead 5. Clutch Cable 6. Neutral Switch
Connector 2. Clamp 3. Sidestand Switch Connector 4. Sidestand Switch Leads 5. Clamp 6.
Sidestand Switch IC Igniter 4. Headlight Circuit Relay 6. Diodes 8. Starter Relay 9. License Plate
Light Connector 5. Clamps 6. Clamp 7. Headlight High Connector 2. Headlight Low Connector 3.
Bands 4. Horn Connector 5. Meter Connector 6. Diode Connector 7. Ignition Coil Connector 9.
Radiator Fan Switch Connector License Plate Light Connector 2. IC Igniter Connector 4. Brake
Light Switch Connector 7. Starter Relay Connector 8. Thermostat 2. Radiator Cap 3. Install the
hose so that its white mark side faces the radiator. Radiator 5. Clamp Screw 6. Cylinder Head 8.
Align the white mark on the hose with the projection mark on the fitting. Run the reserver tank
vent hose into the guide 2 places. Reserver Tank Vent Hose 3. Bracket 4. Run the clutch cable
and over flow hose into the hole of the reserver tank. Air Suction Valve Cover 2. Vaccum Switch
Valve 3. Carburetor 4. Install the vaccum switch valve hose so that its white mark faces the air
cleaner box. Air Cleaner Box 6. Install the vaccum valve switch fitting so that its white mark side
faces the air suction valve hose. Air Cleaner Box 2. Battery 3. Run the carburetor vent hose
between the air cleaner box and battery. Fuel Hose 5. Run the fuel hose inside of the frame.
Front Master Cylinder 2. Front Brake Hse 3. Front Brake Caliper 6. Rear Brake Resevvoir 7. Rear
Brake Caliper 8. Clamp 9. Rear Master Cylinder Install the clamps as shown, noting their clip
direction. Fitting 4. To Air Cleaner Box 5. To Carburetor 6. Bracket 8. Canister 9. Align the hole
on the separator with the white mark on the hose. Fuel Tank 2. Blue Mark 3. Red Mark 4. Hose
Blue 5. Hose Red 6. Separator 7. Hose White 8. Hose Green 9. Hose Blue Filter Body 2. Clamps
3. Cooling Hose 4. Water Pipe 5. Carburetor 6. Coolant Valve Assmbly 7. Damper 8. Run the
cooling hose inside of the water pipe. It Ignition or engine stop switch shorted is meant simply
as a rough guide to assist Wiring shorted or open the troubleshooting for some of the more
Main fuse blown Cylinder head warped Knocking Part No. Print page 1 Print document pages.
Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from
disk. Upload from URL. As the marque's entry-level sport bike,[1][2] the motorcycle has
undergone few changes throughout its quarter-century lifetime, having received only three
substantial redesigns. In some markets the Ninja has been succeeded by the Ninja Since , the

bike is marketed as the Ninja R in all markets. It is also referred to by its platform designation,
EX, to which a generational suffix is attached. It continues to be among those motorcycles at
the top of the sales chart. Actually, there are several reasons why consumers flock to the sporty
styling of this particular motorcycle. The Ninja R provides easy-handling agility, a lightweight
presence, and ownership costs that make this model a force to be reckoned with when
shopping for a motorcycle in the entry-level sportbike category. Power for the Ninja R comes
from a high-revving, liquid-cooled, in-line twin-cylinder four-stroke engine featuring dual
overhead cams and four valves per cylinder. It also has a low seat height for added confidence
when stopped. Other features include an easy-to-read instrument panel, positive neutral finder,
centerstand and pop-up bungee hooks. Twin-cylinder cc Engine - Compact parallel-twin design
is lightweight and high revving, with a broad torque curve - Good mass centralization for
superior handling. Liquid Cooling - Maintains consistent engine temperatures for long engine
life and sustained power - Allows tighter engine clearances for increased power and quieter
running. Four Valves per Cylinder - Provides maximum valve area for optimum flow to boost low
end torque while providing better breathing for more power at high rpm. High Velocity Induction
Technology - Provides a smooth flow of air to the carburetors for maximum top-end Carburetor and intake port diameters are sized for quick mid-range throttle response. Silent
Cam Chain - Low friction coating on chain guides reduces wear, increases power - Runs quietly,
reliably - Automatic cam chain tensioner maintains precise timing without maintenance.
Positive Neutral Finder - A Kawasaki exclusive, just lift the pedal from first at a stop to find
neutral easily. Handlebar Mounted Choke - Convenient location makes starting and warm-up
easier. Diamond Frame - Lightweight, high-tensile steel for amazing rigidity - No down tubes for
lower engine placement and lower center of gravity - Good ground and cornering clearance.
Dual-Piston Front Brake - Balanced actuation caliper front disc brake for excellent feel and long
pad wear. Centerstand and Sidestand - Permits easy parking, cleaning or servicing. And just as
new pilots aren't strapping themselves into multi-engine jets, beginning riders are ill-advised to
start their career with their legs wrapped around a GSX-R or a Gold Wing. New riders need to
get a feel for it all: The wind, the road, the speed. But it's got to be fun, too, and while you're
learning the intricacies of choosing a line through a decreasing radius turn, or just learning to
stay the hell out of the way of the insipid nut who's changing lanes right into you, you still want
a bike that reflects your personality, accommodates your riding habits and will help you become
a skilled rider. Motorcycle Online decided to put three "beginner" bikes through their paces in
an effort to find motorcycle-Nirvana for the novice. We couldn't have found three bikes in the
same displacement category that were less like each other. What they did have in common was
our main testing criteria: Lightweight, small-displacement, cheap. The Ninja is driven by a cc
liquid-cooled parallel twin. The short With dual-disc brakes, a compliant suspension, and a
six-speed gearbox shifting through a reasonably good power curve, the smallest Ninja of the
family just barely edged out the Virago in our test. Which brought us to a surprising discovery:
The Virago is a kick-butt little cruiser, designed and styled to fulfill its particular special
mission. Sporting nice metallic paint, cool forward controls and wide handlebars, riding the
Virago certainly didn't look any different from riding any other cruiser, except that it is a bit
smaller and therefore a fraction of the weight. For the rider, though, the real pleasure started at
the right wrist with the best power delivery and most sensitive throttle control of the group, by
far. The cc air-cooled V-twin packed about as much torque as possible into those two little
lungs and twisting the grip resulted in a pleasantly smooth and insistent tug while floating
along on the soft but capable suspension. Top that off with a low seat height and a long
wheelbase for a fine expressway cruise and you've got a fine trainer that nearly ate the whole
enchilada but for one detail that, alas, is fairly crucial to first-time riders: Price. But what about
Contestant Number Three? Well, the Nighthawk was definitely there, we rode it, and we, alas,
did not see the light. The excellent Nighthawk's little brother came off more like the stunted
child than a chip off the ol' block, with a power delivery that one of our testers precisely
described as "ridiculously low", even for a A standard should be built with all-around
competence in mind, but with cheesy 70's-styled controls and switches, a suspension that left
us wondering whether this bike's designers had ever heard of or had just completely forgotten
damping of any kind, and finally a front drum brake, we were left scratching our heads. Well, a
sunny Friday afternoon sun beckoned and we strapped on some lids, slapped on some gloves,
and took these bikes out for a spin in the Malibu Canyons. Tests can not live on commuting
alone. Twisties must be negotiated to unlock a bike's inner truths. The Ninja devoured the
winding asphalt with aplomb. A light, sporty should turn like a French curve, and so the Ninja
did, with fine braking into the turns supplied by a twin-piston caliper gripping the rotor up front,
and a single piston binder grabbing a disc at the rear. Stoppies are possible on this motorcycle.
And just like a sportbike should be, the Ninja was the essence of flickable and, more importantly

for a beginner, confidence inspiring, holding on to most lines asked then coming out of the
corners into a surprisingly stable ride. There were perhaps a few other surprises, not quite as
welcome. Low to mid-rpm carburetion was glitchy at best and the bike was at times a little
unsettled when driven deep into the corners. Where the Virago's perceived power delivery was
in a nice smooth curve, the Ninja was marred with uneven and sluggish off-idle power until
about 5, rpm where things started to smooth out a bit. Furthermore, drive lash on this bike was
quite significant, and while it could be argued that it would encourage newbies to learn smooth
throttle control, the overall effect was rather unpleasant, and a sudden throttle change in a turn
not unreasonable to expect for a new rider could be an unsettling sensation indeed, despite the
rather soft suspension set-up. The Virago suffered no such nonsense, simply responding as
expected to minute throttle adjustments, flicking nicely into the corners and offering a ride that,
although soft, was pretty much exactly what you'd want from a cruiser. Ground clearance
wasn't great and scraping pegs wasn't difficult, but then this is a cruiser and wasn't out of
character. Our Nighthawk was, well, again, the least fun of the three. With what seemed like zero
front end dampening and springs at both ends that were much too soft, flying through the kinks
in the road became more a matter of slowing the hell down and just cruising, nice and easy.
Except that it isn't a cruiser and there is a zero cool factor. The Honda also suffered from a great
gaping lag on the throttle coming off idle, and a very uneven idle at that. We just couldn't see
this little standard beckoning to the beginner for that Sunday morning out on the road. It was no
fun in the turns and offered none of the general do-it-all capability that a standard should. And
where the Virago sported a single disc up front and the Ninja had discs front and back, the
Honda had that darn front drum brake. Braking was okay on the Nighthawk, but given Honda's
reputation for details, we would like to see them at least pretend they cared. The choice for us
was clearly between the Ninja and the Virago, and we did come to a split. We were all impressed
by the Virago's refinement, not only in the quality of the feel but also in the appearance and
quality of the fit and finish. It not only accepted its cruiser role, but it fulfilled it very nicely, with
no apologies for displacement. Unfortunately, it also did so with no apologies for price, and this
is where the Ninja made up for its shortcomings. The cheapest of the three, the
2002 chevy trailblazer front bumper diagram
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Ninja offered true sportbike capability and styling along with a good fit and finish, lots of little
features like bungee hooks, centerstand, a tachometer, front and rear disc brakes and an
all-around fun time. Of course, given the disparity of styling a choice between the two might
come down to simple riding preference, sport or cruising, and either choice would give a novice
a good platform to grow on and, most importantly, avoid that aforementioned nut inviting
himself into your lane. Source Motorcycle. Home Manufacturer Contact. Make Model. Four
stroke. Bore x Stroke. Cooling System. Liquid cooled. Compression Ratio. Electronic advance.
Spark Plug. Max Power. Max Torque. Wet, multi-disc, manual, cable-actuated. Final Drive.
Tubular diamond design. Front Suspension. Telescopic forks. Front Wheel Travel. Rear
Suspension. Rear Wheel Travel. Front Brakes. Single mm disc. Rear Brakes. Front Tyre. Rear
Tyre. Seat Height. Ground Clearance. Dry Weight. Wet Weight. Fuel Capacity. Top Speed.

